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Welcome!
3 hours of classes

Covering a few most relevant use-cases for statistical analysis in 
HEP

Using RooFit and RooStats as main tools

You can use your laptops for the exercises (provided you installed 
ROOT with the --enable-roofit option)

CERN/other labs central clusters normally work too
(CMSSW/AliROOT work too)

I will flash a few introductory slides for each topic
Twiki contains the exercises we will go through

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Main/INFNStatRooStats 3



RooFit and RooStats
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RooFit: a ROOT library containing classes that allow to perform multi-
dimensional (un)binned maximum likelihood/chi2 fits, toy-MC generation, 
plotting, etc

RooStats: a ROOT library that uses RooFit and provides classes to perform 
statistical interpretation of your results



Documentation
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For most of what I do, I refer to the ROOT reference guide:
https://root.cern.ch/root/html534/ClassIndex.html

This includes RooFit and RooStats reference

RooFit manual (a bit outdated):
https://root.cern.ch/download/doc/RooFit_Users_Manual_2.91-33.pdf

RooStats documentation
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/RooStats/WebHome

More RooFit/RooStats examples
https://github.com/pellicci/UserCode/tree/master/RooFitStat_class

https://root.cern.ch/root/html534/ClassIndex.html
https://root.cern.ch/root/html534/ClassIndex.html
https://root.cern.ch/download/doc/RooFit_Users_Manual_2.91-33.pdf
https://root.cern.ch/download/doc/RooFit_Users_Manual_2.91-33.pdf
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/RooStats/WebHome
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/RooStats/WebHome
https://github.com/pellicci/UserCode/tree/master/RooFitStat_class
https://github.com/pellicci/UserCode/tree/master/RooFitStat_class


Why do we need RooFit?
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The origins
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“Dictionary”

8RooFit uses MINUIT for most of its work, it just provides an easy to use interface and optimizations



Design philosophy
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Variables
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All variables (observables or parameters) are defined as RooRealVar

Several constructors available, depending on the needs:

RooRealVar var1(“var1”,”My first var”,4.15);        //constant variable
RooRealVar var2(“var2””My second var”,1.,10.); //valid range, no initial value
RooRealVar var3(“var3””My third var”,3.,1.,10.); //valid range, initial value

You can also specify the unit (mostly for plotting purposes)
RooRealVar time(“time”,”Decay time”,0.,100.,”[ps]”);

You can change the properties of your RooRealVar later (setRange, setBins, etc.)
If you want to be 100% sure a variable will stay constant, use RooConstVar



Probability Density Functions
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Each PDF in RooFit must inherit from RooAbsPdf

RooAbsPdf provides methods for numerical integration, events generation (hit & 
miss), fitting methods, etc.

RooFit provides a very extensive list of predefined functions (RooGaussian, 
RooPolynomial, RooCBShape, RooExponential, etc…)

If possible, always use a predefined function (if analytical integration or inversion 
method for generation are available, it will speed your computation)

You can always define a custom function using RooGenericPdf



Data Handling
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Two basic classes to handle data in RooFit:

• RooDataSet: an unbinned dataset (think of it as a TTree). An ntuple of 
data

• RooDataHist: a binned dataset (think of it as a THXF)

Both types of data handlers can have multiple dimensions, contain discrete 
variables, weights, etc.



Exercise #0
The first exercise involves RooFit only

● Construct a signal + background PDF
○ Signal is a Gaussian function
○ Background is an exponential

● For now, it will involve a very small amount of signal events
● Generate a sample using this PDF
● Fit it, plot it, save it

We are going to use this macro all the way through the 
exercises, changing the S/B to use different statistical methods
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Result of exercise #0
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RooStats

Set of libraries for statistical interpretation of your results

● “communicates” with RooFit via RooWorkspace
● Provides:

○ Significance estimates
○ Upper limit calculations
○ Confidence intervals
○ Probability intervals
○ Hypothesis testing
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RooStats design
C++ classes that reproduce statistical concepts
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Main RooStats Calculators
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Exercise #1

Exercise #0 gave us a distribution where there’s clearly no 
significant signal present.

Is this actually clear? How do we quantify?
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Exercise #2

From exercise #1 we know that our excess is “not significant”.

The normal procedure here is to evaluate an upper limit on our 
parameter of interest. In this case, we will consider Nsig as our 
parameter of interest

In general, we are more interested in the cross section (so you 
need to reparametrize Nsig as cross*lumi → RooFormulaVar)
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Exercise #3

Let’s now go to a scenario where we have a significant excess

Rerun exercise_0.C with 50 signal events and 450 background 
events
Rerun exercise_1.C and observe the change in significance

Now we can measure the properties of our discovery
For example the mass!
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Exercise #4

Up to now, all parameters but the parameter of interest were 
fixed to a constant value

The basic assumption in this approach is that their 
uncertainty is negligible

This is sometimes acceptable, but in many cases your 
parameters have uncertainties that have to be taken into 
account

A possible approach: treat these uncertainties as a “penalty 
factor” in your likelihood function!
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Adding a scale factor
Let’s imagine your original likelihood was:

modify your likelihood in this way

and add a term to account for the uncertainty on the scale 
factor

in this exercise, we consider b=1 (so no bias on the scale 
factor)
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